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OBJECTIVES The purpose of this study was to evaluate ischemic and bleeding outcomes of unselected cancer patients

undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).

BACKGROUND The number of cancer patients undergoing PCI is increasing despite concerns regarding ischemic and

bleeding risks.

METHODS Between 2009 and 2017, consecutive patients undergoing PCI were prospectively included in the Bern PCI

Registry. Cancer-specific data including type, date of initial diagnosis, and health status at index PCI were collected. We

performed propensity score matching to adjust for baseline differences between patients with and without cancer. The

primary ischemic endpoint was the device-oriented composite endpoint (cardiac death, target vessel myocardial

infarction, target lesion revascularization) at 1 year, and the primary bleeding endpoint was Bleeding Academic Research

Consortium (BARC) 2 to 5 at 1 year.

RESULTS Among 13,647 patients, 1,368 (10.0%) had an established diagnosis of cancer. The 3 leading cancer types

were prostate (n ¼ 294), gastrointestinal tract (n ¼ 188), and hematopoietic (n ¼ 177). At index PCI, 179 (13.1%) patients

were receiving active cancer treatment. In matched analysis, there was no significant difference in device-oriented

composite endpoint (11.5% vs. 10.2%; p ¼ 0.251), whereas cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding occurred more

frequently among patients with cancer compared with those without cancer (6.8% vs. 4.5%; p ¼ 0.010 and 8.0% vs.

6.0%; p ¼ 0.026, respectively). Cancer diagnosis within 1 year before PCI emerged as an independent predictor for

cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding at 1 year.

CONCLUSIONS Cancer patients carry an increased risk of cardiac mortality that was not associated with

stent-related ischemic events among patients undergoing PCI in routine clinical practice. Higher risk of bleeding

in cancer patients undergoing PCI deserves particular attention. (CARDIOBASE Bern PCI Registry; NCT02241291)

(J Am Coll Cardiol CardioOnc 2019;1:145–55) © 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier on behalf of the

American College of Cardiology Foundation. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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C ardiovascular disease and cancer
are the most common causes of
death in developed countries.

Improved longevity resulting from advances
in early diagnosis, risk factor control, and
treatment of both disease manifestations
has resulted in an increasing prevalence of
coronary artery disease (CAD) and cancer.
Cancer is known to be associated with an
increased risk of ischemic events including
myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke by
several mechanisms (1). The coagulable state
is activated from triggering of the coagula-
tion system by tumor cells (2). Some chemo-
therapeutic agents may cause premature
atherosclerosis and trigger acute coronary
syndrome by endothelial injury, vasospasm,
and changes in lipid metabolism (3–6).
Finally, CAD and cancer share several com-
mon risk factors, such as smoking, sedentary life-
style, diet, obesity, and chronic inflammation (7). In
addition to an increased risk of ischemic events, can-
cer may predispose to bleeding because of direct and
indirect effects on coagulation and hematologic pa-
rameters and the often-required surgical procedures.
SEE PAGE 156
Despite an increasing number of cancer patients
undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI), only limited data regarding ischemic and
bleeding events are available in this population, and
with inconsistent results (8–11). We sought to
compare ischemic and bleeding outcomes between
patients undergoing PCI with versus without a
cancer diagnosis and to determine whether
there may be cancer-specific predictors of these
outcomes.

METHODS

PATIENT POPULATION. All patients undergoing PCI
at Bern University Hospital, Switzerland, have been
prospectively enrolled to the Bern PCI Registry
(NCT02241291) since January 2009 with no formal
exclusion criteria. For the current analysis, all
consecutive patients enrolled between January 2009
and January 2017 were included. Patients with
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missing data regarding the history of cancer were
excluded. Study patient characteristics, procedure
characteristics, in-hospital outcomes, and 1-year
outcomes were systematically and prospectively
collected. A health questionnaire was sent to all living
patients with questions on rehospitalization and
adverse events, followed by telephone contact in case
of missing responses. General practitioners and
referring cardiologists were contacted as necessary
for additional information. To ascertain outcomes in
patients treated for adverse events at other medical
institutions, external medical records, discharge let-
ters, and coronary angiography documentation were
systematically collected and reviewed. For patients
with cancer, detailed cancer characteristics were
collected from medical records, patient contact, or
general practitioner contact as a part of data collec-
tion for the PCI registry. PCI was performed according
to current practice guideline (12). The routinely rec-
ommended dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) duration
was 12 months (13). Informed consent was obtained
from each patient. The registry was approved by the
institutional ethics committee.

CANCER. If patients had multiple primary cancers
before index PCI, the most recent type of cancer
diagnosed before index PCI was used for the analysis.
Ongoing treatment of cancer was defined as planning
for surgery or currently undergoing systemic therapy
(i.e., chemotherapy, hormone, and biological ther-
apy) and/or radiation at index PCI.

CLINICAL ENDPOINTS AND DEFINITIONS. A clinical
event committee consisting of 2 cardiologists (and a
third referee in case of disagreement) adjudicated all
events based on original source documents. The pri-
mary ischemic endpoint was the device-oriented
composite endpoint (DOCE) (cardiac death, target
vessel MI, and target lesion revascularization), and
the primary bleeding endpoint was the Bleeding Ac-
ademic Research Consortium (BARC) composite type
2 to 5. Bleeding was defined according to the BARC
criteria, which is a standardized, hierarchically
graded classification for bleeding in patients
receiving antithrombotic therapy and consists of 6
categories (types 0 to 5), with greater category indi-
cating more severe bleeding (14). The details of the
BARC criteria are available in the Supplemental
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TABLE 1 Patient Characteristics

Overall (N ¼ 13,647) Cancer (n ¼ 1,368) No Cancer (n ¼ 12,279) p Value

Age, yrs 67.7 � 12.0 72.9 � 9.8 67.1 � 12.1 <0.001

Female 3,549 (26.0) 391 (28.6) 3,158 (25.7) 0.023

Body mass index, kg/m2 27.4 � 4.7 26.9 � 4.6 27.5 � 4.7 <0.001

Current smoker 3,628 (26.9) 251 (18.3) 3,377 (27.8) <0.001

Hypertension 9,407 (69.2) 1,057 (77.3) 8,350 (68.3) <0.001

Diabetes mellitus 3,135 (23.0) 342 (25.0) 2,793 (22.8) 0.062

Dyslipidemia 8,784 (64.7) 915 (66.9) 7,869 (64.5) 0.078

Previous myocardial infarction 2,318 (17.0) 268 (19.6) 2,050 (16.7) 0.008

Previous PCI 3,025 (22.2) 347 (25.4) 2,678 (21.9) 0.004

Previous CABG 1,370 (10.0) 169 (12.4) 1,201 (9.8) 0.003

Family history of CAD 3,564 (26.2) 272 (19.9) 3,292 (26.9) <0.001

Peripheral arterial disease 1,112 (8.2) 173 (12.6) 939 (7.7) <0.001

History of cerebrovascular accident (stroke/TIA) 990 (7.3) 140 (10.2) 850 (6.9) <0.001

Prior bleeding 990 (7.3) 140 (10.2) 850 (6.9) <0.001

Chronic kidney disease 3,146 (25.4) 516 (37.9) 2,630 (23.8) <0.001

History of atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter 1,021 (12.0) 173 (17.8) 848 (11.2) <0.001

Left ventricular ejection fraction, % 58.0 (45.0, 65.0) 60.0 (45.0, 65.0) 55.0 (45.0, 65.0) 0.074

Anemia 2,885 (24.3) 538 (39.6) 2,347 (22.3) <0.001

Clinical indication for PCI

Stable CAD 6,011 (44.0) 714 (52.2) 5,297 (43.1) <0.001

Acute coronary syndrome

Unstable angina 677 (5.0) 71 (5.2) 606 (4.9) 0.694

Non-ST-segment elevation MI 3,387 (24.8) 367 (26.8) 3,020 (24.6) 0.075

ST-segment elevation MI 3,572 (26.2) 216 (15.8) 3,356 (27.3) <0.001

Cardiogenic shock at presentation 515 (3.8) 54 (3.9) 461 (3.8) 0.709

PRECISE-DAPT score 20.3 � 12.7 26.4 � 13.5 19.6 � 12.4 <0.001

Values are mean � SD, n (%), or median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile).

CABG ¼ coronary artery bypass graft; CAD ¼ coronary artery disease; MI ¼ myocardial infarction; PCI ¼ percutaneous coronary intervention; TIA ¼ transient ischemic attack.
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Appendix. PRECISE-DAPT score is a 5-item (age,
creatinine clearance, hemoglobin, white blood cell
count, and previous spontaneous bleeding) risk score
and ranges from 0 to 100, with higher scores indi-
cating a higher risk of out-of-hospital bleeding dur-
ing DAPT.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. Continuous variables were
summarized as mean � SD or median (1st quartile, 3rd
quartile) and compared with analysis of variance or
Kruskal-Wallis test based on data distribution. Binary
and categorical variables were calculated as fre-
quencies (proportions), and were compared with the
chi-square test or Fisher exact test if expected cell
counts were <5. Survival curves were constructed for
time-to-event variables with Kaplan-Meier estimates
and compared using the log-rank test. Propensity score
(PS) matching and inverse probability of treatment
weighting (IPTW) were performed to determine the
impact of cancer on study endpoints. PSwas calculated
for each patient with a probit regression model pre-
dicting cancer by the following baseline variables: age,
sex, body mass index, hypertension, diabetes melli-
tus, dyslipidemia, current smoker, family history of
CAD, previous MI, previous PCI, previous coronary
artery bypass graft, previous cerebrovascular accident,
peripheral artery disease, renal failure, anemia, pre-
vious bleeding, MI at presentation, Killip IV, left
ventricular ejection fraction, number of diseased ves-
sels, number of lesions, left main disease, chronic total
occlusion, new-generation drug-eluting stent (DES)
use, potent P2Y12 (prasugrel or ticagrelor), any DAPT,
anticoagulation, and statin. Matching was performed
with a 1:1 nearest neighbor matching without
replacement, using a caliper width equal to 0.09.
Stratified Cox models were used in the analyses of
matched pairs. The balance between cancer and no
cancer groups was evaluated using standardized dif-
ferences. Subdistribution hazard ratios with a
competing risk approachwere obtained using Fine and
Gray’s methods (15). Multivariable Cox regression an-
alyses were performed to determine independent
predictors for cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 andmodel
results were presented with hazard ratio (HR), 95%
confidence interval (CI), and p values. Schoenfeld re-
siduals were used to assess the proportionality
assumption. Variables pre-determined to be of clinical
importance were used for adjustment (for cardiac

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaccao.2019.11.001


TABLE 2 Procedural Characteristics

Overall
(N ¼ 13,647)

Cancer
(n ¼ 1,368)

No Cancer
(n ¼ 12,279) p Value

Target lesion coronary artery

Left main artery 594 (4.4) 80 (5.8) 514 (4.2) 0.006

Left anterior descending artery 7,150 (52.4) 664 (48.5) 6,486 (52.8) 0.003

Left circumflex artery 4,409 (32.3) 461 (33.7) 3,948 (32.2) 0.247

Right coronary artery 5,014 (36.7) 536 (39.2) 4,478 (36.5) 0.051

Bypass graft 450 (3.3) 55 (4.0) 395 (3.2) 0.129

Number of lesions

1 7,654 (56.1) 760 (55.6) 6,894 (56.1) 0.688

2 3,924 (28.8) 398 (29.1) 3,526 (28.7) 0.777

$3 2,069 (15.1) 210 (15.4) 1,859 (15.1) 0.842

Lesion type

Restenotic lesion 926 (6.8) 96 (7.0) 830 (6.8) 0.734

Chronic total occlusion 597 (4.4) 50 (3.7) 47 (4.5) 0.186

Access site

Radial 1,971 (23.1) 233 (24.0) 1,738 (23.0) 0.492

Femoral 6,567 (76.9) 739 (76.0) 5,828 (77.0) 0.492

Stent type

New-generation DES 12,185 (89.3) 1,203 (87.9) 10,982 (89.4) 0.097

Bare metal stent 842 (6.2) 100 (7.3) 742 (6.0) 0.066

Values are n (%).

DES ¼ drug-eluting stent.

TABLE 3 Medication

Aspirin

Clopidogrel

Potent P2Y12
(prasugrel or ticagr

Any DAPT

Oral anticoagulation

Direct oral anticoagula

Any DAPT and OAC/DO

Statin

Values are n (%).

DAPT ¼ dual antiplatele
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death: age, female, cardiogenic shock, left ventricular
ejection fraction, MI at presentation, renal failure, and
peripheral artery disease; for BARC 2 to 5: age, female,
body mass index, renal failure, prior bleeding history,
and anemia) (16–20). The p values were 2-sided and
< 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in
all analyses. Statistical analyses were performed with
Stata version 15.1 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas)
and R version 3.4.1 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

PATIENTS. Of 13,753 patients enrolled in the Bern PCI
Registry between January 2009 and January 2017,
at Discharge

Overall
(N ¼ 13,647)

Cancer
(n ¼ 1,368)

No Cancer
(n ¼ 12,279) p Value

13,219 (96.9) 1,318 (96.3) 11,901 (97.0) 0.217

7,851 (57.6) 908 (66.4) 6,943 (56.6) <0.001

elor)
5,517 (40.5) 419 (30.6) 5,098 (41.6) <0.001

12,968 (95.2) 1,284 (93.9) 11,684 (95.3) 0.024

1,116 (8.2) 156 (11.4) 960 (7.9) <0.001

nts 318 (3.4) 48 (4.8) 270 (3.2) 0.012

AC 1,149 (8.6) 163 (12.3) 986 (8.2) <0.001

12,232 (90.3) 1,170 (85.8) 11,062 (90.8) <0.001

t therapy; DOAC ¼ direct oral anticoagulant; OAC ¼ oral anticoagulant.
those who had the history of cancer was unclear
(n ¼ 79) or detailed cancer information was not
available (n ¼ 27) were excluded. As a result, 13,647
were analyzed in the present study; there was com-
plete 1-year follow-up for any event type in 93.5% of
patients and for mortality in 96.5% of patients. Clin-
ical and procedural characteristics and medication
status are shown in Tables 1 to 3 and Supplemental
Table 1. A total of 1,368 patients (10.0%) had an
established diagnosis of cancer. Cancer patients were
older and had a higher prevalence of hypertension,
smoking, stable CAD, and comorbidities including
previous stroke, renal failure, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and peripheral artery disease.
Cancer patients had higher PRECISE-DAPT scores
compared with no cancer patients (26.4 � 12.4 vs. 19.6
� 12.4; p < 0.001). At discharge, DAPT and potent
P2Y12 inhibitors were less frequently administered
(93.9% vs. 95.3%; p ¼ 0.024, 30.6% vs. 41.6%; p <

0.001, respectively), although anticoagulation and
triple therapy were more frequently prescribed in
cancer patients (11.4% vs. 7.9%; p < 0.001, 12.3% vs.
8.2%; p < 0.001, respectively).

CANCER CHARACTERISTICS. Cancer characteristics
are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Major
cancer types were prostate (n ¼ 294, 21.5%), gastro-
intestinal tract (n ¼ 188, 13.7%), hematopoietic
(n ¼ 177, 12.9%), breast (n ¼ 172, 12.6%), bladder
(n ¼ 119, 8.7%), skin (n ¼ 105, 7.7%), lung (n ¼ 76,
5.6%), and head/neck (n ¼ 75, 5.5%). A total of 203
(14.8%) patients were diagnosed within 1 year before
PCI. At index PCI, 179 (13.1%) patients were being
actively treated for cancer and 121 (9.1%) had meta-
static cancer. Surgery was performed in 70.1% of pa-
tients; chemotherapy, hormone therapy, or biological
therapy in 38.5%; and radiation in 33.4%.

CLINICAL OUTCOMES. The PS distribution among
patients with and without cancer is shown in
Supplemental Figure 1. After excluding patients with
missing covariates for PS calculation and considering
a caliper width of 0.09, PS matching generated 1,343
pairs. The groups in the matched cohort had similar
baseline characteristics, which were confirmed by the
absolute values of standardized differences below
10% for all variables used in the calculation of the PS
(Supplemental Tables 2 to 4).

Clinical outcomes before and after PS matching and
results of IPTW methods are summarized in Table 6
and Supplemental Table 5. In the PS-matched
cohort, there was no significant difference in DOCE
(11.5% vs. 10.2%, HR: 1.18; 95% CI: 0.93 to 1.50;
p ¼ 0.181). However, cancer patients had a higher
risk of BARC 2 to 5 (8.0% vs. 6.0%; HR: 1.55;

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaccao.2019.11.001
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TABLE 4 Type of Cancer (N ¼ 1,368)

Head/neck 75 (5.5)

Head/neck (except for thyroid) 53 (3.9)

Thyroid 22 (1.6)

Gastrointestinal tract 188 (13.7)

Esophageal 15 (1.1)

Gastric 18 (1.3)

Small intestine 6 (0.4)

GIST 4 (0.3)

Colon/rectal 145 (10.6)

Hepatic, biliary, pancreatic 21 (1.5)

Liver 11 (0.8)

Gallbladder 1 (0.1)

Pancreatic 9 (0.7)

Lung 76 (5.6)

Skin 105 (7.7)

Melanoma 46 (3.4)

Nonmelanoma 59 (4.3)

Breast 172 (12.6)

Uterine, ovarian 25 (1.8)

Uterine 21 (1.5)

Ovarian 4 (0.3)

Prostate 294 (21.5)

Bladder 119 (8.7)

Renal 51 (3.7)

Hematopoietic 177 (12.9)

Others 65 (4.8)

Values are n (%).

GIST ¼ gastrointestinal stromal tumor.

TABLE 5 Cancer Characteristics (N ¼ 1,368)

Years between cancer diagnosis and PCI (n ¼ 1,305)

#1 yr 203 (14.8)

1–5 yrs 356 (26.0)

$5 yrs 746 (54.5)

5–10 yrs 328 (24.0)

$10 yrs 418 (30.6)

Stage of cancer at diagnosis (n ¼ 621)

0 36 (2.6)

I 170 (12.4)

II 196 (14.3)

III 133 (9.7)

IV 86 (6.3)

On-going treatment at index PCI 179 (13.1)

Metastasis (n ¼ 1,107)* 121 (9.1)

Treatment†

Surgery 959 (70.1)

Chemotherapy, hormone therapy, or biological therapy 526 (38.5)

Radiation 457 (33.4)

Values are n (%). *Patients with hematopoietic cancer were excluded. †Performed up to 1 yr after
PCI.

PCI ¼ percutaneous coronary intervention.
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95% CI: 1.14 to 2.11; p ¼ 0.005), all-cause death (12.6%
vs. 6.8%; HR: 2.03; 95% CI: 1.55 to 2.65; p < 0.001),
cardiac death (6.8% vs. 4.5%; HR: 1.64; 95% CI: 1.17 to
2.31; p ¼ 0.004), unclear death (2.7% vs. 1.5%; HR:
2.06; 95% CI: 1.15 to 3.67; p ¼ 0.015), and non-CV
death (5.2% vs. 1.7%; HR: 3.10; 95% CI: 1.89 to 5.06;
p < 0.001). There were no significant differences in
MI, revascularization, and definite/probable ST,
similar to the results in the overall cohort
(Supplemental Table 5). Kaplan-Meier curves for
study endpoints after PS matching are shown in
Figure 1.

Results in the PS-matched cohort were similar with
those derived from the IPTW methods. Results of
IPTW methods with imputation of missing data
remained similar (data not shown). Cancer patients
had an increased risk of cardiac death after consid-
ering noncardiac death as a competing risk in the
overall population and the PS-matched cohort (over-
all, HR: 1.66; 95% CI: 1.34 to 2.05; p < 0.001; PS-
matched, HR: 1.52; 95% CI: 1.10 to 2.10; p ¼ 0.012).
Similarly, an increased risk of BARC 2 to 5 in cancer
patients was still observed after considering all-cause
death as a competing risk (overall, HR: 1.58; 95% CI:
1.29 to 1.94; p < 0.001; PS-matched, HR: 1.36; 95% CI:
1.02 to 1.86; p ¼ 0.036). Causes of definite cardiac
death are shown in Supplemental Table 6. Types of
bleeding and medication status at discharge accord-
ing to bleeding are shown in Supplemental Tables 7
and 8. There were no significant differences in
potent P2Y12 use and triple therapy at discharge be-
tween patients who had bleeding events with cancer
versus no cancer.

Clinical outcomes according to years between
cancer diagnosis and PCI and type of cancer were also
evaluated. Patients with a cancer diagnosis within 1
year before index PCI more frequently presented with
anemia or acute coronary syndrome, had a higher
PRECISE-DAPT score, and had a higher prevalence of
metastasis compared with late diagnosis >1 year
(Supplemental Tables 9 to 12). A higher incidence of
cardiac death, all-cause death, and BARC 2 to 5
bleeding was observed in patients with a recent can-
cer diagnosis (#1 year) (Figure 2). Among major types
of cancer, lung and bladder cancer had a relatively
higher incidence of cardiac death (13.2% and 10.9%,
respectively) and all-cause death (36.8% and 15.1%,
respectively) (Supplemental Figure 2).

PREDICTORS. Table 7 shows the results of multivar-
iable Cox regression analyses for cardiac death and
BARC 2 to 5 bleeding among patients with cancer.
Cancer diagnosis within 1 year was an independent
predictor for both cardiac death (adjusted HR: 1.92,
95% CI: 1.10 to 3.36; p ¼ 0.022) and BARC 2 to 5
(adjusted HR: 1.75; 95% CI: 1.03 to 2.98; p ¼ 0.040). A
further explanatory Cox regression analysis to assess
the time-dependent relation between cancer

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaccao.2019.11.001
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaccao.2019.11.001
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TABLE 6 Event Rates at 1 Year in the Propensity Score Matched-Cohort

Cancer (n ¼ 1,343) Days to Events No Cancer (n ¼ 1,343) Days to Events HR (95% CI) p Value

Primary ischemic endpoint

DOCE 154 (11.5) 48 (2, 180) 137 (10.2) 28 (1, 169) 1.18 (0.93–1.50) 0.181

Primary bleeding endpoint

Bleeding BARC (2 to 5) 107 (8.0) 22 (2, 152) 80 (6.0) 47 (8, 175) 1.55 (1.14–2.11) 0.005

Secondary endpoints

All-cause death 169 (12.6) 98 (19, 225) 91 (6.8) 99 (10, 220) 2.03 (1.55–2.65) <0.001

Cardiac death 91 (6.8) 42 (4, 180) 61 (4.5) 54 (6, 192) 1.64 (1.17–2.31) 0.004

Definite cardiac death 55 (4.1) 6 (2, 82) 41 (3.1) 10 (3, 130) 1.44 (0.94–2.21) 0.090

Unclear death 36 (2.7) 157 (55, 263) 20 (1.5) 188 (72, 282) 2.06 (1.15–3.67) 0.015

Cardiovascular death 99 (7.4) 42 (4, 179) 68 (5.1) 66 (7, 218) 1.64 (1.18–2.27) 0.003

Noncardiovascular death 70 (5.2) 182 (98, 275) 23 (1.7) 104 (57, 220) 3.10 (1.89–5.06) <0.001

Myocardial infarction 57 (4.2) 2 (1, 107) 72 (5.4) 2 (1, 101) 0.77 (0.54–1.10) 0.152

Spontaneous myocardial infarction 28 (2.1) 118 (55, 238) 36 (2.7) 101 (15, 212) 0.76 (0.46–1.27) 0.303

TV myocardial infarction 45 (3.4) 1 (0, 79) 59 (4.4) 1 (1, 53) 0.78 (0.53–1.15) 0.201

Any revascularization 79 (5.9) 140 (25, 256) 100 (7.5) 108 (15, 210) 0.79 (0.58–1.08) 0.140

Target lesion revascularization 45 (3.4) 147 (36, 250) 49 (3.7) 73 (8, 208) 0.96 (0.63–1.45) 0.831

Target vessel revascularization 60 (4.5) 146 (35, 253) 72 (5.4) 96 (13, 210) 0.87 (0.61–1.23) 0.421

Stent thrombosis (definite/probable) 84 (6.3) 2 (1, 18) 82 (6.1) 1 (1, 15) 1.04 (0.76–1.41) 0.814

Acute 38 (2.8) 1 (0, 1) 42 (3.1) 1 (0, 1) 0.90 (0.58–1.40) 0.655

Subacute 33 (2.5) 5 (3, 15) 25 (1.9) 9 (4, 15) 1.33 (0.79–2.26) 0.287

Late 14 (1.0) 146 (84, 256) 16 (1.2) 162 (63, 222) 0.93 (0.45–1.93) 0.853

Stroke 28 (2.1) 17 (4, 154) 18 (1.3) 116 (9, 215) 1.69 (0.91–3.13) 0.097

Bleeding BARC (2) 40 (3.0) 33 (6, 203) 30 (2.2) 123 (53, 238) 1.62 (0.98–2.70) 0.061

Bleeding BARC (3) 71 (5.3) 22 (1, 150) 54 (4.0) 35 (4, 134) 1.47 (1.01–2.13) 0.042

Bleeding BARC (4) 3 (0.2) 1 (0, 34) 4 (0.3) 20 (11, 27) 0.75 (0.17–3.35) 0.706

Bleeding BARC (5) 4 (0.3) 29 (9, 178) 2 (0.2) 149 (109, 190) 4.00 (0.45–35.79) 0.215

Values are n (%) or median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile). HR and 95% CI are computed from Cox models.

BARC ¼ bleeding academic research consortium; CI ¼ confidence interval; DOCE ¼ device oriented composite endpoint, HR ¼ hazard ratio; TV ¼ target vessel.
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diagnosis and adverse outcomes was performed in
the overall cohort. Cancer diagnosis #1 year and to a
lower degree, cancer diagnosis $5 years before PCI,
emerged as independent predictors for cardiac death
and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding (Table 8). Results of multi-
variable Cox models with multiple imputation of
missing data remained similar (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

The major findings of the present study are: 1) patients
with cancer had an increased risk of cardiac death and
bleeding, but not ischemic events such as MI, stent
thrombosis, or recurrent revascularization; and
2) among patients with cancer, those with a recent
cancer diagnosis (#1 year) had an increased risk of
cardiac death and bleeding (Central Illustration).

Previous studies evaluating outcomes of cancer
patients after PCI showed inconsistent results likely
attributable to the inclusion of small cohorts, lack of
detailed information on cancer characteristics, and a
limited number of endpoints not allowing for the
estimation of the ischemic and bleeding risk (i.e., the
most relevant concern in these patients) (8–11,21).
Potts et al. (21) reported the prevalence of cancer and
in-hospital outcomes among more than 6 million pa-
tients undergoing PCI using the National Inpatient
Sample database in the United States; however,
scarcity of details regarding cancer characteristics,
causes of death, number of endpoints, and follow-up
duration substantially limit the interpretation of the
results. The current study provides robust and
detailed data including cancer characteristics and
clinical outcomes through the 1 year following PCI
derived from a large-scale, consecutively enrolled
cohort (>1,000 cancer patients) that is reflective of a
real-world clinical setting.

Navi et al. (1) reported that patients with newly
diagnosed solid or hematologic cancer had an
increased risk of arterial thromboembolism compared
with patients without cancer. We did not observe
significant differences in ischemic outcomes after
index PCI when focusing on patient-level events (i.e.,
MI, revascularization, and stroke) and lesion/stent-
level events (i.e., target vessel related MI, target
lesion revascularization, and ST) despite concerns
regarding hypercoagulability in cancer patients. Our
findings are consistent with previous studies that also



FIGURE 1 Kaplan-Meier Curves

A B
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(A) DOCE, (B) bleeding (BARC 2 to 5), (C) all-cause death, (D) cardiac death, (E) myocardial infarction, and (F) and revascularization in the propensity score matched-

cohort. BARC ¼ bleeding academic research consortium; DOCE ¼ device oriented composite endpoint.
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included cancer patients undergoing PCI (8,10).
Several reasons might be considered for the absence
of differences in ischemic events. First, DAPT initi-
ated after PCI may mitigate ischemic risk in exchange
for an increased risk of bleeding as observed in pa-
tients without cancer. Second, patients with very
advanced cancer stage (i.e., those at higher risk for
thromboembolic events) might have been managed
conservatively without referral for PCI. Third, use of
current devices (new-generation DES use in w90% of
cancer patients) and contemporary PCI techniques
may have a potential to achieve equivalent stent-
related results regardless of the presence of cancer.
Fourth, the relative lack of power (i.e., type II error)
to detect differences in thrombotic events should also
be considered.

Explanations for an increased risk of cardiac death
without increased hazards for other ischemic end-
points are likely multifactorial. First, several adverse
effects of cancer treatment might increase the risk of
cardiac death (i.e., surgery: bleeding and interruption
of DAPT, chemotherapy and radiation, anemia, heart



FIGURE 2 Event Rates According to Time Between Cancer Diagnosis and Index PCI

Among Cancer Patients

The p values were based on log-rank test. Abbreviations as in Figure 1.

TABLE 7 Cox Regres

Cancer Patients

Diagnosis within 1 yr o

Ongoing treatment at

Type of cancer

Bladder

Breast

Gastrointestinal tract

Head/neck

Hematopoietic

Hepatic, biliary, panc

Lung

Others

Prostate

Renal

Skin

Uterine, ovarian

Of the study patients, 93.7
model for cardiac death and
as follows: for cardiac de
infarction at presentation,
male, body mass index, ch
anticoagulant/direct oral a

Abbreviations as in Tabl

TABLE 8 Multivariable Cox Analysis for Cardiac Death and BARC

2 to 5 Bleeding in Overall Cohort

Cardiac Death BARC 2 to 5 Bleeding

Adjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

Adjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

No cancer Ref. Ref.

Years between cancer
diagnosis and PCI

#1 yr 3.43
(2.23–5.26)

<0.001 2.31
(1.53–3.50)

<0.001

1–5 yrs 1.51
(0.92–2.47)

0.100 0.97
(0.62–1.52)

0.902

$5 yrs 1.71
(1.26–2.31)

0.001 1.41
(1.07–1.85)

0.014

Of the study patients, 83.1% (11,339 of 13,647) and 82.2% (11,220 of 13,647) were
entered into the multivariable model for cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding,
respectively. Variables entered into multivariable models were as follows: for
cardiac death: age, female sex, current smoker, hypertension, chronic kidney
disease, peripheral artery disease, myocardial infarction at presentation, cardio-
genic shock, previous revascularization (PCI and/or coronary artery bypass graft),
left ventricular ejection fraction, stent type (bare metal stent, first-generation
DES, new-generation DES), and potent P2Y12 use at discharge; for BARC 2 to 5
bleeding: age, female sex, body mass index, prior bleeding, anemia, chronic kidney
disease, potent P2Y12 use at discharge, and DAPT and oral anticoagulant use at
discharge.

Abbreviations as in Tables 1, 2, and 6.
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failure, cardiovascular toxicity, spasm, and plaque
rupture). This hypothesis is supported by our finding
that patients diagnosed with cancer within 1 year
before PCI had an increased risk of cardiac death
sion Analysis For Cardiac Death And BARC 2 to 5 Bleeding Among

Cardiac Death BARC 2 to 5 Bleeding

Adjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

Adjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

f prior PCI 1.92 (1.10–3.36) 0.022 1.75 (1.03–2.98) 0.040

index PCI 0.91 (0.46–1.79) 0.787 1.00 (0.55–1.80) 0.988

3.75 (1.50–9.39) 0.005 1.16 (0.53–2.56) 0.705

4.27 (1.39–13.13) 0.011 0.92 (0.37–2.29) 0.856

4.10 (1.67–10.06) 0.002 0.72 (0.33–1.57) 0.411

2.75 (0.85–8.85) 0.090 1.38 (0.56–3.41) 0.483

3.72 (1.42–9.77) 0.008 1.21 (0.57–2.53) 0.621

reatic 0.81 (0.10–6.81) 0.844 0.96 (0.22–4.30) 0.963

3.64 (1.30–10.22) 0.014 0.85 (0.31–2.38) 0.762

2.16 (0.60–7.79) 0.241 1.70 (0.65–4.46) 0.282

Ref. Ref.

2.47 (0.63–9.75) 0.197 1.26 (0.45–3.51) 0.656

3.26 (1.06–9.99) 0.039 1.16 (0.49–2.72) 0.735

3.45 (0.63–18.96) 0.154 1.51 (0.39–5.88) 0.551

% (1,282 of 1,368) and 93.1% (1,274 of 1,368) were entered into the multivariable
BARC 2 to 5 bleeding, respectively. Variables entered into multivariable models were

ath: age, female, cardiogenic shock, left ventricular ejection fraction, myocardial
chronic kidney disease, peripheral artery disease; for BARC 2 to 5 bleeding: age, fe-
ronic kidney disease, prior bleeding, anemia, any dual antiplatelet therapy, and oral
nticoagulant at discharge.

e 6.
because cancer treatments usually start immediately
after cancer diagnosis, and the risk was attenuated
over time. Second, a higher incidence of bleeding in
patients with cancer may also contribute to an
increased risk of cardiac death. Post-PCI bleeding
(periprocedural and post-discharge) is known to be
associated with increased mortality, to a greater de-
gree than post-discharge MI (22–26). Third, patients
with cancer had a higher risk of unclear death
compared with those without. According to universal
definition of cardiac death, unclear death belongs to
the category of cardiac death, although by far not
every unclear death is of cardiac origin (27).

In the current study, patients with cancer had a
higher incidence of BARC 2 to 5 bleeding despite only
marginally higher PRECISE-DAPT score. Despite the
higher incidence of bleeding in cancer patients, the C-
statistics of the PRECISE-DAPT score among cancer
patients were numerically lower compared with no
cancer patients (0.63 vs. 0.67 in overall cohort and
0.63 vs. 0.64 in PS-matched cohort), suggesting that
existing bleeding risk scores might be less predictive
in cancer patients (Supplemental Table 13). Several
risk scores including the PRECISE-DAPT, PARIS (Pat-
terns of Non-Adherence to Anti-Platelet Regimens in
Stented Patients), and DAPT scores, established for
the evaluation of the risk and benefit of short versus
prolonged DAPT duration among patients undergoing
PCI (17,18,25) did not include cancer as a component
of the risk score. The derivation dataset of these risk
scores excluded cancer patients in randomized

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaccao.2019.11.001


CENTRAL ILLUSTRATION Event Rates at 1 Year and Risks According to Years Between Cancer Diagnosis and PCI

Event Rates at 1 Year in the Propensity Score Matched Cohort

Risks According to Years Between Cancer Diagnosis and PCI

6.8

4.5

P = 0.004

Years Between
Cancer Diagnosis and PCI
(Reference: No Cancer)

≤1 Year

1-5 Years

≥5 Years

3.43 (2.23-5.26)

1.51 (0.92-2.47)

1.71 (1.26-2.31)

0.5

<0.001

0.100

0.001

<0.001

0.902

0.014

2.31 (1.53-3.50)

0.97 (0.62-1.52)

1.41 (1.07-1.85)

Cardiac Death
BARC 2 to 5

Bleeding
Adjusted HR

(95% CI)
Adjusted HR

(95% CI)
P ValueP Value

Cardiac Death

8.0

6.0

P = 0.005

BARC 2 to 5 Bleeding

4.2
5.4

P = NS

Myocardial Infarction

5.9
7.5

P = NS

Revascularization

6.3 6.1

P = NS

Stent Thrombosis
(Definite/Probable)

Cancer (n = 1,343) No Cancer (n = 1,343)

5 0.5 5

Ueki, Y. et al. J Am Coll Cardiol CardioOnc. 2019;1(2):145–55.

(Upper panel) Population is the propensity score matched-cohort (cancer vs. no cancer). The p values were based on Cox models. (Lower panel) Population is the

overall cohort. The p values were based on Cox models. Of the study patients, 83.1% (11,339 of 13,647) and 82.2% (11,220 of 13,647) were entered into the

multivariable model for cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding, respectively. BARC ¼ bleeding academic research consortium; CI ¼ confidence interval; HR ¼ hazard

ratio; NS ¼ not significant; PCI ¼ percutaneous coronary intervention.
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controlled trials or did not capture cancer history.
Based on our findings, cancer and especially cancer
diagnosed within 1 year before PCI should be
acknowledged as an independent bleeding risk factor
and considered when deciding on duration and in-
tensity of DAPT. Furthermore, the effort to reduce
modifiable risks (e.g., minimize duration of triple
therapy and shorten DAPT duration in view of recent
data suggesting this to be safe [26]) should be made to
improve outcomes among cancer patients. In light of
the increasing number of patients with both CAD and
cancer, further studies are warranted to test the
added value of cancer in the prediction of bleeding in
patients undergoing PCI.
Among cancer characteristics, a recent cancer
diagnosis (i.e., within 1 year before PCI) was an in-
dependent predictor for cardiac death and bleeding.
Concordant with our findings, Velders et al. (9) re-
ported that cancer diagnosis within 6 months before
PCI emerged as a strong predictor for early (<7 days)
cardiac death among patients with ST-segment
elevation MI. An explanation may be the worse
baseline characteristics in patients with a recent
cancer diagnosis compared with those with late (>1
year) cancer diagnosis. It remains a question how
these patients should be optimally managed in terms
of timing of PCI for stable CAD, PCI procedure (de-
vices), and antiplatelet regimen. A close collaboration



PERSPECTIVES

COMPETENCY IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE:

Patients with cancer had an increased risk of cardiac

death and bleeding, but not ischemic events. Specif-

ically, a recent cancer diagnosis (#1 year) was an in-

dependent predictor for cardiac death and bleeding.

COMPETENCY IN PATIENT CARE: Cardiologists

and oncologists should be aware that cancer patients

undergoing PCI are exposed to an increased risk of

cardiac death and bleeding and collaboratively make

efforts to mitigate these risks especially among

patients with recent cancer diagnosis (#1 year).

TRANSLATIONAL OUTLOOK: Further studies are

needed to develop algorithms to predict bleeding

among cancer patients undergoing PCI, and determine

the optimal DAPT intensity and regimen in this

population.
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between interventional cardiologists and oncologists
is required to further improve outcomes, as
noted in the European Society of Cardiology position
paper on cancer treatment (28). Interestingly, pa-
tients with a remote cancer history (i.e., cancer
diagnosis $5 years before PCI) also had an increased
risk of cardiac death and BARC 2 to 5 bleeding
(although lower as compared with the group with
cancer <1 year) despite the potential survivorship
bias. This finding might be explained by the differ-
ences in patient characteristics including higher
PRECISE-DAPT score and the more frequent radiation
therapy exposure. Of note, 18% of patients with a
recent cancer diagnosis in our study were treated
with bare metal stents, probably because of bleeding
concerns. Current guidelines suggest the use of newer
generation DES or drug-coated stents, and our data
support this, as the majority of the patients were
treated with newer generation DES, without excess in
stent thrombosis (29).

STUDY LIMITATIONS. First, the single-center design
of this study may limit the generalizability of our
findings. Second, there may be several potential un-
measured confounding factors confounding factors
inherent to observational data. Third, cancer pop-
ulations undergoing PCI appear to be highly hetero-
geneous; a stratified analysis according to each type
of cancer cannot be performed in view of the limited
sample size in each subgroup. Fourth, the lack of risk
with ischemic events might be at least partly attrib-
utable to the relative lack of power (i.e., type II error).
Fifth, the platelet count at the time point of bleeding,
which is a major determinant of bleeding and is often
depressed from cancer or the treatment, was not
available in the current study. Finally, the primary
bleeding endpoint in the current study included
BARC 2, which is less associated with mortality
compared with major bleeding (i.e., BARC 3 to 5).
CONCLUSIONS

Cancer patients carry an increased risk of cardiac
mortality that was not associated with ischemic
events among patients undergoing PCI in routine
clinical practice. Bleeding occurred more frequently
in cancer patients and deserves particular attention.
Modifying duration and intensity of dual antiplatelet
therapy could be considered.

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: Dr. Lorenz
Räber, Department of Cardiology, Bern University
Hospital, Inselspital, University of Bern, 3010 Bern,
Switzerland. E-mail: lorenz.raeber@insel.ch. Twitter:
@RaberLorenz.
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